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Abstract

“SPLINTERED AND A GREAT HOPE”: THE PRODUCTION OF RETURN TO THE
UPRIGHT POSITION BY CARIDAD SVICH
By Cate Brewer, MFA
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2009

Major Director: Dr. Noreen C. Barnes
Director of Graduate Studies, Theatre

Like the Tribute in Light that grew phoenix-like from the ashes of the broken hearts
of the artists who created it, Return to the Upright Position is a beautiful on-line
collaboration amongst fourteen artists in the six months following 9/11. Conceived and
edited by Caridad Svich, the play is moving and delicate and instantly brings us back to
those moments when American history and sentiment were forever changed. Demoralized,
terrorized, afraid, and alone, our country dragged its shocked and weary carcass from the
ash, and pulled itself back up again. That is after all the American way, pulling yourself
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up by your bootstraps, continuing to believe in a better, brighter future, in hope and
possibility; returning to the upright position.
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Chapter 1 Project Genesis and the Playwright

Introduction

Over the summer of 2008, Melissa Carroll-Jackson and I decided to work together.
We knew a few things going in to this collaboration: we wanted to cast only women, in a
piece that showed them in a positive, powerful light, and we wanted to utilize actresses
who did not usually get stage time. We felt that talented and hardworking actresses should
get a chance to expresses that talent whether or not they fit the commercial look that is
often expected in casting. Since we were in an educational environment, this choice was
not a problem. These were our requirements, now we just had to find a piece that met
them all.
At the same time that summer, I saw a staged reading of Caridad Svich’s play, Kill
to Eat directed by Dorothy Holland at the University of Richmond. A striking and
memorable piece, it was the first piece of Caridad’s that I had seen staged, and I was
intrigued by her artistry. The idea of using her work began percolating in my mind.
In addition to her presence at the play reading, Caridad was the playwright in
residence for Richmond’s SPARC New Voices program that summer. A program devoted
to fostering high-school aged playwrights, at its close, the students’ plays were read. It
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was at this point that Caridad gave a moving speech about the role of art in our lives. Once
again, I was taken with the playwright’s words.
I had been searching for material for some time at this point and had found nothing
that I was excited about. We were down to the idea of an evening of monologues, but I
was not entirely satisfied with this. And so, with slight trepidation, I wrote to Caridad and
asked her if she had a piece that she would be willing to let me direct that showed strong
women overcoming a traumatic event. She was kind enough to write back and she
subsequently sent me several plays to choose from. All of her plays were captivating, and
it was difficult to choose which to direct, but the poetic language of Return to the Upright
Position grabbed me.
It is a beautiful piece, and I saw potential for an all-female cast, even though there
were four male writers on the project. In retrospect, it does seem like a daunting choice,
but that never occurred to me until we hit the rehearsal room. It was only then that I
realized this piece was a challenging one to do, especially in a college setting where you
are not working with a cast of seasoned actors. This thought only crossed my mind briefly
though as our actors rose to the occasion and worked diligently, tackling the complex
poetry and intimate prose.
After choosing Return to the Upright Position, we faced the reality that we were
doing a 9/11 piece with several actors who were too young to necessarily have a profound
memory of that day. We had no budget whatsoever and were producing the show on the
stage of a professional theatre company that had a production running concurrently;
however did not yet know what their set would look like. Again, due to budgetary
2

constraints, were not rehearsing in the theatre space where the production would be. In
addition to all of that, I knew from the beginning that I wanted projections throughout the
show, but did not know if there was room to place a projection screen on the set. It was
down to the last minute before we knew whether we were going to be able to make the
projections work or not, and that was a cause of significant stress. These obstacles and the
issue of attacking difficult poetic text and making it comprehensible for both actors and
audience were issues we faced in the rehearsal and production process.
As a woman deeply affected by 9/11, Return to the Upright Position was an
important project to undertake. There were many practical and artistic struggles along the
way, but in the end I believe the project was a success. Through extensive work on the
acting and voicing of the text, the concepts that these amazing artists wrote about were
captured in the ten actresses’ performances. We filled the houses, donated a significant
sum to the Richmond Firefighters Family Fund, had a good artistic experience with our
actors and each other, and engaged most of our audience.
As quoted by Michael Kobialka in his contribution to “A Forum on Theatre
Tragedy: In the Wake of September 11th, 2001”, Tadeusz Kantor said: “Theatre is an
answer to, rather than a repression of, reality; that theatre takes place when life is pushed to
its final limits, where all categories and concepts lose their meaning and right to
exist…”(Roman 121) Return to the Upright Position is exactly that, the reaction to a
catastrophic and tragic event that has forever changed both individuals and the world. It
was at the moment when the 14 artists who wrote it felt they could no longer grasp their
environment in the aftermath of such a devastating event that it became a necessity to put
3

their feelings and thoughts on paper. It was my job as the director of this touching and
lyrical piece, to take those feelings and thoughts, and make them resonate with an audience
separated from this event both geographically and temporally. I believe through
collaborative work with Melissa Carroll-Jackson, Becca Bernard, ten amazing actresses,
and myself that we were able to do just that.
About the Playwright
Caridad Svich is a “playwright-songwriter-translator and editor” of Cuban-SpanishArgentine-Croatian descent. She is the recipient of a Harvard University Radcliffe
Institute for Advance Study Bunting fellowship, a TCG/Pew National Theatre Artist Grant,
and has been short-listed twice for the PEN USA-West Award in Drama. Recent
premieres include: The Tropic of X at ARTheater in Cologne, Thrush at Salvage Vanguard
Theatre in Austin, and her adaptation of the Serbian dark comedy Huddersfield as a TUTA
production at Victory Gardens Theatre in Chicago, Iphigenia…a rave fable at 7 Stages in
Atlanta, GA, and Son of Semele, CA, her translation of Garcia Lorca’s The House of
Bernarda Alba at the Pearl Street Theatre, NY, and her multi-media piece, The Booth
Variations, at 59 East 59th Street Theatre, NY. She has published several plays including
Fugitive Pieces, Luna Park, Any Place but Here, Prodigal Kiss, But There Are Fires,
Iphegenia…a rave fable, Thrush, Twelve Ophelias, The Archaeology of Dreams, Gleaning
Rebusca, Scar, Brazo Gitano. Her published translations include: Frederico Garcia
Lorca: Impossible Theater, and Lorca: Major Plays Volume I and II. Caridad has been the
recipient of an NEA/TCG grant at the Mark Taper Forum Theatre, and was a guest artist at
the Traverse Theatre in Edinburgh. She has taught playwriting at Yale School of Drama,
4

Bennington College, Denison University, Ohio State University, and the US-Cuba Writers’
Conference in Havana. She is also an alumna playwright of New Dramatists, a founder of
No Passport Theatre, a contributing editor to Theatre Forum, and received her MFA from
UCSD. In addition to her other accomplishments, Caridad is a playwright in residence at
INTAR, a theatre whose niche was carved out and cultivated by Maria Irene Fornes in the
1970s. (caridadsvich.com)
Caridad came to Richmond, VA in the summer of 2008 as the playwright in
residence for the School of the Performing Arts in the Richmond Community (SPARC)
New Voices for the Theater summer program. This program is an annual competition for
Virginian high school-age playwrights resulting in a three-week workshop with a
professional in the theatre. “The New Voices for the Theater Playwrights' Competition is a
chance for students to have their say about the way they view their world. Working with
professional theater artists in a three-week summer residency in Richmond, students bring
their works to life on the stage.” (sparconline.org)
Brave and intelligent, Caridad had specific and smart comments not only about the
plays, but also about the role of theatre and art in our society. It has been though our email correspondence that I have come to know more about Svich and her work, and acted
in the staged reading of her play Magnificent Waste, a finalist in the Firehouse Theatre’s
New American Play Festival for 2008-2009. Svich is not only an inspiration in her
credentials, but also in her way of approaching the responsibility of living an artistic life. I
enjoyed directing and deciphering her piece, and hope to continue to work with her
material in the future.
5

Chapter 2 The Catastrophe 9/11 Revisited

Memories of That Fateful Day
When you ask the question: “Where were you on September 11th, 2001?”
most people have a vivid memory of the event. While they may not want to discuss it, you
can usually see it in their face, a very specific memory of when the world as they knew it
changed. Similar to the moment that the Challenger blew up, the terrorist attacks of 9/11
were moments that changed American history forever. We had never felt unsafe on our
own soil before, and now, for the first time, we knew that we were not safe…we were just
as vulnerable to attack as any one else.
In the fall of 2001, I was living in Washington, DC. I had recently moved back to
Washington after completing an internship in dramaturgy at the American Repertory
Theatre in Cambridge, MA. Realizing that I wanted to move to New York and pursue
acting, I felt that moving back to my hometown and building up my resume there first was
the most practical move. And so, I found myself working retail in Georgetown by day, and
participating in DC’s vibrant theatre community at night.
I remember watching the news while getting ready for work that morning and
seeing the first plane hit. At first the news commentators thought it was just an accident.
It is not unheard of for planes to accidentally crash into tall buildings, and it had happened
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before; but then the second plane crashed. Knowing that something was terribly wrong,
but not wanting to lose my job (retail is not a terribly forgiving occupation), I went on to
work.
Listening to the radio on the way there, I was overcome with questions. Had we
been attacked? It seemed so, but no one really knew. And where was the missing plane?
Was another plane on its way to the White House? Again, newscasters could only
speculate. At the moment that I arrived at work, smoke began billowing from across the
river. The Pentagon had been hit. It was now clear that we had in fact been attacked, that
there were other planes missing, and that we should be scared. No one knew exactly what
was going on, but it seemed to get worse by the moment. And then we saw it, people
running across Key Bridge from Virginia, into the District. They were fleeing the
Pentagon. While we could not see the building itself, we could see the dark smoke cloud
rising above it. I announced that I was leaving. It was an easy choice for most of us to
make as we saw the unbelievable; people were running up the streets of Georgetown.
Public transportation had ceased in case of another hit, and a crowd was actually fleeing up
the streets and away from the Pentagon and downtown Washington as fast as they could. I
offered a co-worker a full tank of gas in exchange for a ride home. And so we escaped.
Once I arrived at home a new existence emerged. And, like the character in Return to the
Upright Position states:
My new ritual: Watching MSNBC compulsively. Especially the crawl underneath
the show. Watching for updates on the horror. Responses to the horror.
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Responses to the responses to the horror. Waiting for the responses to spin
exponentially out of control (7).
I watched the news coverage for three days straight, until the television was taken
away from me. I am very thankful that no one I know was killed on that fateful day. But
to say that it did not change us, even those who lived nowhere near Washington, New
York, or Pennsylvania, would be dishonest. To deny that those terrorist acts changed the
American psyche is to deny the suffering that occurred that day.
The events of September 11th, 2001 humbled the American psyche. They made us
face the fact that we are not above it all. We are not untouchable. We can be invaded using
our very own equipment. We are vulnerable, and we need to face that reality.
Unfortunately these events also had another effect. They inspired both fear and hate
among many Americans.
In the aftermath of 9/11, there was an increase in hate crimes against those who had
darker skin, and who looked Middle Eastern. They were hassled, questioned at airports,
and received suspicious looks in their every day lives. Even today, there are still cases of
racism inspired by the fear terrorists instilled. On January 1st, 2009, for example, Atif
Irfan, a U.S. attorney, and his extended Muslim family were boarding a plane from
Washington D.C. to Orlando, FL when they were taken off the plane they had just boarded.
They had been discussing which part of the plane was the safest to sit in, a conversation
interpreted by two other passengers as terrorist behavior. These young women reported the
activity to AirTran officials, who then reported it to the FBI. It is important to note that
Irfan’s entire family, as well as two other passengers who had been seen conversing with
8

them, were pulled off of the flight even though only he and his wife were engaged in the
discussion. According to Irfan: “Really, at the end of the day, we’re not out looking for
money. I’m an attorney. I know how the court system works. We’re basically looking for
someone to say ‘We’re apologizing for treating you like second class citizens.’” Clearly,
even in 2009, the remnants of 9/11 inspired racism are present. (cnn.com).
These unfortunate events lead again to the idea repeated throughout Return to the
Upright Position: “You realize we lost, right dogg?…The minute we attacked and killed
one innocent person, we became them. Hear that good. We became them. It ain’t about
terrorism, it about revenge”(18). To deny this is to deny the reality of “the war on
terrorism”, the “axis of evil”, and all that followed.
The Relevance of the Play and 9/11 Today
Return to the Upright Position is an important piece to do in 2008 because we need
to revisit what happened that day, and our reactions to it. Are we better off now than we
were in 2001? Are we more accepting of those who are “other”? Whose skin may be
darker than ours? Can we accept ethnic, religious, and other differences without trying to
marginalize them? And have we truly mourned those who died on September 11th, 2001 or
are we still acting out of fear, blindly and attacking anyone we think might harbor
resentment towards the United States?
While the production was not mounted in time for the anniversary of September
11th, November of 2008 was certainly an exciting time for America. We elected the first
black president after an arduous race that also included a female presidential contender and
a female vice presidential candidate. After years of war with an unknown adversary and
9

no visible results other than death and destruction, the citizens of the United States were
ready for a change. I could not think of a better time to produce Return to the Upright
Position than at a time when we had just proven that our votes do count and there is a
better, more hopeful future.
While September 11th, 2001 may not have resonated deeply with some of our
youngest cast members, we shared our stories at the first read through, conveying the loss
of innocence that most of us felt in that moment, the loss of trust in our government and
the safety of the world, as we knew it. One actress, for example, was a stewardess during
9/11, and shared her story of fear and uncertainty on that day. Whether an audience or cast
member was old enough to have had a vivid memory of that day or not, they could all
relate to feeling lost, betrayed, hopeless, and alone.
The script, as I saw it, was a journey of mourning. In her book, On Death and
Dying, Dr. Elisabeth Kübler-Ross identified the stages of grief as denial, anger, bargaining,
depression, and acceptance (Kübler-Ross 9). It was my job as the director, to make the
piece about those stages, to make the play an emotional journey of triumph and courage,
not just a somber remembrance of September 11th, 2001. Seven years later, Return to the
Upright Position needed to be more than a tribute piece. It needed to reach out and grab the
hearts and minds of the audience and make them think about their world today. By
avoiding a maudlin re-telling of events in our rehearsal process, I think that we were able
to accomplish this goal.
September 11th, 2001 was an awful and emotionally devastating event, but I did not
want actors playing emotion. In Grotowski’s words acting is: “the act of laying oneself
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bare, of tearing off the mask of daily life, of exteriorizing oneself…It is a serious act of
revelation.”(Grotowski 210) I wanted the actors to tell their characters’ stories, simply and
directly, as they would have done themselves, as the playwrights did when they created
this piece on-line. I wanted them, above all, to connect with their audience. It is because
of this actor-audience connection that the play is relevant. Whether we were individually
touched by 9/11 or not, we have all been on a journey of grief, whether mourning for a
loved one, or for something more abstract; such as a dream lost.
Based on feedback in the talkback sessions held after each performance, I believe
that our production reached the audience because they are concerned with the political
climate of their country. Whatever their political affiliation, they want change, or at least a
chance of a better, more secure life. We are now in the middle of an economic recession
the likes of which our country has not seen in years. It is time to learn from the past to
change the future.
In an excerpt from the article compiled by Lenora Inez-Brown entitled “The View
From Here: 11 Artists Talk About The Challenge of Putting 9/11 On Stage” from the
September 2002 issue of American Theatre magazine, Svich discusses the difficulties and
relative importance of Return to the Upright Position. In the article she says:
On September 11th, 2001, there was silence. It is difficult to make art when
everything around you has been splintered and a great silence lives in your heart.
But the possibility of creation, of making something-an offering, if you will-stirs
us, nonetheless.

A month after 9/11 I asked a group of fellow writers and

dramaturgs, most of whom I had worked with on collaborative projects before, if
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they wished to document this tumultuous, constantly evolving time over e-mail,
since we were separated by long distances and the virtual link was the closest one
we had. The following artists responded to my invitation: Cusi Cram, Mitchell
Gossett, Julie Hebert, Llysa Holland, Julie Jensen, Jennifer Maisel, Julia Pearlstein,
Brad Rothbart, Greg Romero, Ann Taylor, Elizabeth Wong, Michael Wright, and
Alison Eve Zell. The title of the project, Return to the Upright Position, comes
from an ad on a New York City billboard, an ad I kept seeing as I walked from
Ground Zero in September. “Stand up, wake up, move on” is what this billboard
communicated to me. The goal of the performance text we have made as a group
across cyberspace is to find a place for this mourning and mystery, for visions
peculiar and disturbed and hopeful to be shared and witnessed.
It is too early to make work that will truly define what we have been
through. But there are stabs of light in the dark. Return to the Upright Position is a
text made first as a testimony, as a shared expression of turbulence among a group
of artists; slowly it has become a piece for performance, an ordered universe on the
page reflective of our modern chaos. Tragedy has its measure in art.
(Inez-Brown 24)
As stated by Svich herself, Return to the Upright Position is one among many politically
and emotionally relevant pieces being written and produced in the aftermath of both
American and global tragedies.
Even as I write this there is breaking news of the most recent invasion of missiles
into Israel and their retaliation for these attacks. According to the NewYork Times article
12

“No Early End Seen to ‘All-Out War’ on Hamas in Gaza”: By Ethan Bronner and
Taghreed El-Khodary:
Israel is engaged in an “all-out war with Hamas,” Defense Minister Ehud Barak
told Parliament on Monday as his air force struck at the organization’s civic
institutions — the Islamic University, Interior Ministry and presidential guesthouse.
The death toll surpassed 350, some 60 of them civilians, according to United
Nations officials.
This retaliation is in response to the terrorist organization’s previous attack on Israel:
Hamas killed four Israelis on Monday after firing more than 70 rockets, including a
long-range one into the booming city of Ashdod some 18 miles from Gaza, where it
hit a bus stop, killing a woman and injuring two other people. Earlier, a rocket hit
nearby Ashkelon, killing an Israeli-Arab construction worker and wounding three
others. The other dead Israelis, The Associated Press reported, were a civilian in the
Negev desert and a soldier. (nytimes.com)
We are still at war in the Middle East, technically as an occupying force present in
Iraq, and foreign leaders despise us for our lack of diplomacy. Economies around the
world are suffering; people have lost hope not only in their leaders, but also in their fellow
man. While some social and economic tragedies are current, it is time to reflect on those
that have past. The grieving process, although still fresh for some of the friends and
families of those lost in the towers, the Pentagon, and a Pennsylvania field, has had time to
cycle its course. It is no longer “too early to make work that will define what we have
been through”. The time is now. It is time to read, write, listen, reflect, and create the art
13

that is relevant to the personal and global tragedies of America and the world. Do not
forget the past, but use it…use it to create a better future. These are the messages of
Return to the Upright Position; messages that make it absolutely relevant to audiences
seven years later and beyond.

14

Chapter 3 Production Notebook The Nuts and Bolts

Production Selection
When considering this project, I began the hunt for material and in my initial search
found something extremely disturbing. There were very few all female plays whose plot
did not revolve entirely around men. Male-female relationships are essential and should
not be negated, but I wanted a piece about women. Were women only focused on men,
even in 2008? My other option seemed to be to direct a “women’s issue” play. This
forced our potential project into the stereotypical eating disorder or abuse play, once again
issues usually focused through the male gaze; i.e. how men see women. I do not want to
negate these issues, as they are important and real, but I was frustrated that these seemed to
be the only issues represented in the plays I found. Don’t women have more to say? Isn’t
there a voice in American theatre for women, aside from the handful of female playwrights
who have gotten published and produced repeatedly?
Concerns for the state of the female voice in American theatre have been registered
even as recently as The December 2008 issue of American Theatre magazine. In the
article “No Country for Women Artists?”, Randy Gener quotes playwright Teresa
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Rebeck’s response to Charles Isherwood’s claim that this is the year of the “male play” on
Broadway. Rebeck replies:
Could we get real? Every year is the year of the man with a few women who
manage to crawl their way into the lineup. There’s some feeling in rehearsal halls
and writers’ retreats and drunken dinner parties, that maybe American theatre
participates rather too enthusiastically in the supposed gender bias that the
American media tosses about willy-nilly while discussing candidates for higher
office. Mostly it is women playwrights who feel that way. Male playwrights think
it is really, really fair, and women playwrights who raise these questions are
whiners or dirty feminists (Gener 14-15).
Clearly finding and producing plays by women is difficult, even in 2008. The main
exception to this was when the characters were homosexual, but this presented the same
problem. These plays were still about relationships, and how women define themselves in
the context of the “other”.
I wanted to direct a piece about strong women overcoming crisis. I wanted meaty
roles where actresses could really experiment and delve to new depths. I wanted
characters that really had something to say, something more global than the love that they
demonstrated to a partner. And the more female playwrights I looked at, the more
depressed I got. As much as I hated to think it, was the old sexist stereotype true? Did
men write action, and women write relationships? I cringed to think it, but I was not
finding a lot of powerful material that demonstrated anything differently. Work by brave
and intelligent female playwrights like Caridad Svich, Suzan-Lori Parks, and Lydia
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Diamond that raises socio-political issues by exploring more than gender relations alone is
the strong exception to my findings.
In total I wanted a female playwright, a play that involved only women, a play that
showed women in a strong independent light, and a relatively unknown play. I also
wanted a large cast to afford the most opportunity to those actors who auditioned. This
became a difficult search and I began looking at monologues instead of full-length plays. I
was going to be teaching a class called Monologue Technique in the fall semester and I
thought the class might dovetail nicely with directing a night of monologues. We could
keep the idea of an all female cast, and perhaps do some pieces from the 1800s and other
periods to fit our desire to work on things that were not overdone. This idea seemed
possible, and I began gathering stacks of monologues that were for strong female
characters overcoming crisis.
Even with stacks of monologues to choose from, this project did not quite fit what I
was looking for. For one thing, there was still the problem that many of the monologues
were about men and women’s relationship to them. Again, I see nothing inherently wrong
with this, but I wanted the focus of the project to be on women, not women in relation to
men. And so, once again frustrated, my search came to a halt.
It was at that point that I saw a reading of Caridad Svich’s play, Kill to Eat directed
by Dorothy Holland at the University of Richmond. The play was inspirational, and while I
had read some of Svich’s translations at that point, I had never seen any of her work.
Inspired by what I saw, I eventually asked her if she had any scripts that focused on strong
women overcoming something that I could direct. Svich emailed me several pieces, and
17

Return to the Upright Position fit our criteria perfectly. Finally, I had selected a piece,
now I just had to figure out what to do with it.
Dramaturgy
Return to the Upright Position was dramaturgically a very complicated piece. In
fact if I were to go back, I would have had a dramaturg instead of doing all of the research
myself. You would think that after the previous dramaturgical work I had done having a
dramaturg would have occurred to me sooner, but truthfully I did not think of it until it was
too late. And so I was the director and dramaturg for the production.
Because there are no character designations in the text, Return to the Upright
Position was like a puzzle to be deciphered. I decided that ten actors was a good number
because it would give many people an opportunity to act, and to have small enough parts
that they would be able to really feel comfortable with the dense text in a short amount of
time. Again, we were working primarily with full-time college or graduate students who
were in the end of the fall semester.
I wanted the production to be as professional as possible, and more actors with less
text seemed like a practical way to accomplish this. This decision was very different from
how the play was done when read at Cherry Lane, where the entire script was split among
three actors. It is worth noting that these were professional actors, who had the time and
experience to tackle that much material in a short period of time. It was also a reading, and
we were doing a full production, therefore the actors would have to memorize the script
entirely, not just be comfortable with it.
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I saw a group dynamic in the text from the beginning. It was clear to me that there
were the individual stories of the playwrights and then there were larger, universal issues
brought to light as well. I saw these larger moments staged similar to those of a Greek
chorus. And so, I sat down and divided the script into ten characters and “all” sections. At
times, the “all” sections were divided amongst two people. In some cases they spoke
simultaneously, in others they spoke back and forth to each other. This was done in order
to break up the rhythm of the play so that it would not become predictable, particularly in
the “all” sections.
Dramaturgically speaking, dividing the script was difficult because there were not
always clear differentiations between the 14 playwrights’ voices. There were a couple of
very distinct voices that were impossible to ignore, but beyond that it was difficult to tell
which text to ascribe to which individual. For this reason, there were several changes
made throughout the process. Most of these changes happened before the actors were
involved so that it did not become too confusing for them.
Character, #1, for example, frequently talks about babies in the script. It made
sense to me to link these pieces because this character clearly thinks of babies as hope
throughout the play. On page 14 she says: “I beg to baby-sit my eleven-month old niece
because she loves bread and the color yellow and the freckles on my nose make her laugh.
I don’t do anything and she laughs, it’s an addiction her laugh and I hold it like a mantra,
like a prayer, like a splinter of hope. Something”(14). Later there is another piece that I
assigned to this character known as #1 that begins:
i’d like to make a baby.
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can you add that to your list?
somewhere near the crown
the head of a baby
on your list, please can you? (28)
I heard a distinct voice throughout the play for this character. There are several other
moments where #1 talks about babies being both innocent and representing hope for the
future.
Another character whose voice stood out upon my initial readings was #6. This
character is a writer, who talks about being unable to write her feelings in the period after
9/11 because writing would actualize the tragedy that she has been able to deny. Number 6
speaks of “Danny” in two consecutive monologues. We eventually decided that Danny
was her husband who died that day. These pieces also required a lot of sleuthing because
this particular playwright wrote in a very stream-of-consciousness way. For example, on
page 16, she says:
September 11th, 6:30am, a call from the friend I was with only hours ago on the
east coast. I am uncertain whether I watched the buildings come down in real time
or only in rerun. I remember when the Challenger blew up and every repeat of the
image brought it at once closer and more distant. Repetition. Then Katie climbing
the stairs, wrapped in a towel fresh from the shower. Danny was on flight 11. Her
uncle, my landlady’s brother used to live in the front apartment, had a pitbull
named Buddy who would bare her belly for my Milo to gnaw at her neck. Gone.
A friend’s best friend, Gone. (16)
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Figuring out what this character was talking about took some time because we never knew
whom Katie was.
This character then goes on to talk about being unexpectedly pregnant in the middle
of October, which would make sense if Danny had been her husband. Even accepting that
as true, she then discusses whether or not to have the child, saying: “I am faced with the
actual terms of the theoretical question I’ve always entertained of whether its right bring a
child into this world. In theory I’ve always poly-annaed a yes”(16). This text makes it
seem like this woman has never had a child before which raised more questions. Who is
“Katie”, if she is not this woman’s daughter?
At the top of the monologue, character 6 talks about flying back from JFK on the
tenth. She clearly says “we”. So, if Danny is her husband, and he was on flight 11, then
who is the “we” she speaks of flying with? While I do not think these specific answers
matter to the audience, they are essential to the actor playing the role. For this reason,
there was much discussion in rehearsal between the actress playing the role and myself
over who these people were and whether or not Danny was a lover, husband, friend, and
whether Katie was a sister, making the reference to her a childhood memory in flashback,
or the character’s child. The poetic language throughout the text was difficult enough to
tackle, but even within the monologues there was difficult and confusing text that took a
lot of dramaturgical deciphering, and eventually boiled down to directorial decisions.
There were also characters that were easy to divide, like Adanma Onyedike’s #8.
As #8, Adanma had one major monologue and only a few smaller parts. This was for two
reasons. The first is that this amazingly talented actress had over committed herself for the
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semester and was involved in two other shows at the same time as our production. This is
a risk in terms of time commitment that I never would have taken with any one else, but
this particular actress wanted to be involved in the project, and is so dedicated and talented,
I knew she would do the work, although it might be difficult. Even though her part was
not as large as some others, she stole the show every night because she emotionally
invested in her piece in a way that other actors were either too young and new at this to do,
or just unwilling to let themselves. Many people told me after the show that her piece was
the one that resonated the most with them. In fairness to the other actors, Adanma’s piece
was extremely well-written, very clear, and is full of what I believe to be typical American
sentiment about George Bush, the “war on terror”, and feeling let down by one’s country
and leaders. In her piece she says:
I heard that in order to fund this stupid Homeland Security shit, George the
Younger is gonna end a program that gives free heat for old people. The way I
figure it, if you old and American, you can feel safe and secure as you freeze to
death in your icy-ass apartment (18-19).
This role was clear, and did not deviate, but did come to the stage of acceptance at the end
of the play when she says:
The map before me, laid unsteadily on my thighs,
leads to Africa.
where every life touches history
where every agenda swallows another
where there is a whisper in the tall grass…
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be kind to yourself (29)
Other characters were simpler to piece together. Character #9, played by Jennifer
Vick, had an interesting balance of angry monologues about fighting the status quo of the
government and world around us, followed by pieces talking about hope and wanting to
get back to the every day of life. Her monologues followed the arc of the stages of grief
that became clear to me as I dissected the script. She was also the only actress at the
auditions who could nail what Melissa and I came to refer to as the “pig rape” monologue.
It is a piece that links a term used by pig breeders to the idea of “capitalist pigs”.
US capitalist pigs are fucked. Have you ever heard of pig rape? It’s something I
found out about in an animal-rights movie years ago. It’s a term pig breeders use
for the technique of chaining sows to metal stalls and unleashing a herd of horny
hogs one at a time out on these helpless swine as they squeal and squeeeeeeeeeeeal.
So it’s like capitalist pig rape I guess. We’re cornered and screwed because we
care if we wake up. (5-6)
Character #10, played by Cynde Liffick, was a political activist and had two
monologues about her disappointment and disgust in the government. Her pieces also
followed the arc of denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance that make up the
stages of grief. Characters such those played by Jennifer Ferguson and Crystal Johnson
spoke more poetically. Due to the more lyrical nature of their roles, these actors had a
more difficult time putting together a through line for their characters, and it was my job as
both the dramaturg and director to help them with that. What was important was that the
lines made sense to the actors, and for that reason we spent considerable time on the
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meaning and intent of each line of poetry. After all, how could they possibly convey the
meaning of text to an audience if they did not themselves understand that text?
While most of the script was left open to my interpretation, it was important, when
casting to adhere to certain implied character ages. Character number 5, for example, talks
about her children, Number 6 mentions her memory of the Challenger blowing up, and
number 10 discusses her dissatisfaction with Mayor Giuliani. For these reasons these
characters needed to look a certain age. This was a challenge at times, due to the youth of
our talent pool. Play selection is an issue when directing in the collegiate environment.
Choosing plays that are consistently about youthful characters however does not
necessarily provide a challenge to young actors or an interesting audience experience.
Kenneth Lonergan’s This is Our Youth is a well-written piece, however it is frequently
done in the collegiate environment simply because it fits the appropriate age range.
Students playing characters twice their age is not the answer, but I do not advocate
directing plays simply based on fulfilling an age requirement, and not based on the subject
matter. And so, I struggled a bit in casting the age-range that I desired, in exchange for
directing a complex and stirring piece.
In addition to finding character through-lines when dividing the script, and keeping
the dramaturgical facts of these characters straight, the script was full of factual references
that our young cast might not inherently know. And so there was the typical dramaturgical
work such as providing information about the Challenger to younger actors, and there was
also the deeper, and far more interesting work of putting the puzzle of this script together.
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For example, there are multiple mentions of specific numerical distances in the
script. The play opens with the words:
Today,
today and one,
and one, and twelve hundred, thousand miles away from zero
ground (2)
Later, another voice echoes the lines of this opening “all” section saying:
Looking out. Must be twelve hundred miles down to the ground. Hot. Hot. Sudden
coolness. Do I need these Wings? Falling. Falling. I’ve forgotten how to fly.
Tumbling. Tumbling. Waiting to wake. Wake up. Wake up. Can’t. Wake. (4)
We debated over what these lines meant and why these two particular numbers
were used. These may sound like very specific items, but the specifics were important to
the actors, and myself. Both my training as an actor and a dramaturg have taught me that
the more precise one’s acting choice is, the better it will be communicated to the audience.
The first reference seemed to be from the point of view of one of the collaborators, and I
believe refers to their physical distance from ground zero at the time they were writing the
piece. Because of the wording of the second piece, I believed it was meant as a poetic
reference to the imagined height of the buildings from the point of view of someone about
to jump. The play is full of hyperbole, and this was a case of using exaggerated words to
demonstrate intense feeling at a time of crisis.
After a little dramaturgical investigation I found that the world trade centers were
built in 1972 (tower one) and 1973 (tower two), and that in addition to adding a million
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square feet of office space to lower Manhattan, they were the tallest buildings in the world
at 1,368 and 1,362 feet consecutively, although this record-breaking accomplishment only
lasted one year as the Sears tower in Chicago was built soon after and stood at 1,454 feet.
(Britannica.com)
While working on the dramaturgical aspects of the production, I kept in mind that
as an actor myself, I wanted our rehearsals to be a collaborative process. For this reason
we discussed the nuts and bolts of the script with actors and asked them what they thought
of issues brought up in the text. For the most part this method was successful, and made
the actors’ take more ownership of the play and their parts in it. If it became clear that
there was no consensus, I would explain my dramaturgical reasons for believing in a
certain interpretation saying, “let’s just try it with that intention and see what happens, and
if it doesn’t work we will go back and try a different intention”. This way I felt that
everyone had a vested interest in the process, but ultimately my directorial vision was
honored.
Another example of a piece that was difficult to decipher was a section of text
performed by our youngest cast member, Crystal Johnson. It reads:
Well, he wrote to me
His body was laid to rest
And yes, I think it’s wrong
What might be done
What have we here
Out of wholecloth, eh?
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His body was taken
It was moved and taken away
Without bloodshed
The coffin was opened and I leaned in
I wanted to see
Not a second thought
I kissed his head
Of what is man made?
Out of wholecloth, eh?
What might be done
If we knew how
If we knew now
What was purged away…(11-12)
In a talk back with the audience, Crystal expressed the frustration she felt during
the rehearsal process because she was the youngest cast member and had no personal
connection to 9/11. She was in elementary school at the time, and remembered nothing
except being herded out of classrooms by somber teachers, sent home from school, and
picked up by slightly frantic parents.
In the rehearsal process I never would have guessed that Crystal was frustrated.
She was always the most prepared actor, and due to her feelings of insecurity about the
piece, worked twice as hard as anyone else in the cast. We did however get stuck on the
references to “wholecloth” in her piece. As a dramaturg, my first reaction was to go to the
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literal definition of the word. In the article: “On Language; Out of the Whole Cloth”, in
the New York Times July 19th, 1998 issue, William Safire quotes Elizabeth Hopkins saying:
“A whole cloth, or broadcloth, is material of the full size as originally manufactured-not
the end bit or remnant piece cut out of the whole for reuse in a quilt or smaller-size
garment. Like a sense of the whole person-well-balanced, together.”(nytimes.com)
While this meaning could work in the context of the text, whole cloth has come to
mean something entirely different in contemporary colloquial language. Looking up the
current dictionary definition, you will find something along the lines of: “pure fabrication
usually used in the phrase ‘out of whole cloth’: ‘the theory was created out of whole
cloth.’”(Merriam-Webster.com) According to Safire’s article, the meaning of the word
changed in 1840, when it went from the original meaning indicating a person with integrity
to the current meaning indicating a fabrication, or made-up story.
So, which meaning did the playwright intend in this context? The word did not
make sense to the actress with either definition, so I needed to come up with a direct
reference that would help her make sense of the piece. The Cambridge Dictionary of
American Idioms (Cambridge University Press, 2006), defines whole cloth as: “(made up)
out of whole cloth-to be completely invented. The whole article was a fairy tale, made up
out of whole cloth”. It is also important to note that within the etymology of the word, if
you look up wholecloth quilt, you still get the first definition.(thefreedictionary.com)
It was at this time that I found the lyrics to a David Crosby song entitled “Whole
Cloth”, conveniently available to download as a ring tone. The lyrics are:
On what do you base your life, my friend?
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Can you see around the bend?
Can you see?

On what star do you take your sight
On a cold and blowy night
Alone, alone?

Old man can you make a mirror for me?
It’s got to be clearer than air for me
‘Cause you see, I can’t see me, no

And I always thought that I meant what I said
But you know that lately I’ve read
We were lying

All of us lying
Just making it up, yeah
Cuttin’ it out of whole cloth, yeah.(metrolyrics.com)
After finding these lyrics It was clear to me that the intended meaning of whole
cloth should be the same as the song, particularly because the text says: “Of what is man
made? Out of wholecloth, eh?”(12). Here, the text directly echoes the Crosby song. The
dramaturgical puzzle of the meaning of wholecloth was solved, and we were on to the next
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issue. This reference may have been immediately clear to someone familiar with the term
or Crosby’s work, but it proved a puzzle for those of us who are not.
Other dramaturgical work required looking up references that most of our cast was
too young to know upon first reading the play. Things such as who was Busby Berkeley?
Mentioned in Sarah Yount’s monologue about the Goodyear blimp. “The sky would
always be blue, the clouds puffy, and the blimp unbelievably still. So still that you thought
it must be a trick-a Busby Berkeley film. Water nymphs and midgets must be holding
strings a good ten miles away to keep that in the air, right?”(8) While this reference is
fairly clear within the context of the text, much of our audience would be to be under 23
years old, as were the majority of our actors. For this reason it was important for me as
director and dramaturg to provide specific descriptions of people, words, and events that
were not necessarily in the vernacular of my cast and audience. I did not want to assume
that the audience was unknowledgeable, but I did want the actors to be aware of what they
were saying in order to communicate clearly to their audience.
The dramaturgical process continued with questions regarding the usage of
definitions of words like “covenant” in the context of: “Covenant of filled tears”(8). The
debate was not over what the word meant, but what it meant in the context of the script.
Because this was within an “all” section, it was very important to me that we all agreed on
the meaning of the word that we wanted to apply to this section of text. When you have
ten actors speaking simultaneously, the intention of the lines becomes more important than
ever. A slight deviation of intended meaning changes the inflection completely and the
intended sentiment of that section is lost. This was something that we struggled vocally
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and I frequently looked to Melissa as the Vocal Director, for help. When working with
choral pieces, there is a fine balance between getting actors to speak in unison, yet still
remain individuals in tone and vocal quality. I wanted the “all” sections to be spoken in
unison, but I did not want them to sound robotic. Retaining the vocal qualities of
individual actors while they spoke in unison took considerable rehearsal time and effort on
everyone’s part.
Another example of the meanings of words that we discussed in rehearsal is in
Andama Onyedike’s monologue reading: “Mythos without Ethos equals Pathos”(18). This
is an inspired sentence that I did not want lost in translation. Perhaps learned when
studying the Greeks, these words were familiar to students of the theatre. Long since
forgotten, however, they needed to be defined in the context of the monologue. It was
important to provide exact definitions for these words and to discuss the sentence’s
sentiment within the larger context of the monologue.
Within this same monologue there is a reference to George Bush as a: “stupid-ass,
goofy Alfred E. Neuman-looking, hiding in Nebraska motherfucker”(18). Most of the cast
did not know the reference to Alfred E. Neuman, and also were not aware that Bush fled to
the strategic command headquarters at Offut Air Force Base in Omaha, Nebraska on the
day of 9/11. The reference to Alfred E. Neuman was later helped by an amusing slide
comparing the Mad Magazine caricature and the president side by side. (FoxNews.com)
Again, these references were important for the actors to comprehend if there was any
possibility of them conveying the playwrights’ sentiment to their audience.
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There were many more facts discussed in the rehearsal process, including the
reference to Giuliani at the Brooklyn Museum of Art, as mentioned in Cynde Liffick’s
monologue:
I sit and listen to Giuliani on NPR addressing the UN quite impressively (I’m still
surprised at how well he’s doing these days, but that does not mean I want him to
continue as my mayor, by the way, I can’t forget his shameful moments at The
Brooklyn Museum and his inability to reign in his brutal police force)(6)
Other references also needed illumination, such as:
Kansas bleeds
India bleeds
Mercy, mercy (5)
or:
Do not lift a finger now
In Africa
In Asia
In countries un-named (10)
and the references to American tragedies such as: “jfk, rfk, mlk, kent state, Altamonte,
Oklahoma city, columbine…”(22) While many of us a basic idea of what these references
meant, again, I wanted actors and myself to have an understanding of each reference such
as exactly what was going on in India in 2001, and the tragedy that occurred there.
There was a theme amongst the voices throughout the play that Americans and
citizens of the world had been let down, abandoned in a time of need. It was interesting to
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think of other catastrophic events, both man-made and natural that have happened since
September 11th, 2001 that might have been included in the litany of tragedies if the play
were written now. If written today, these tragedies might include hurricane Katrina for
example, the Virginia Tech massacre, the assassination of Benazir Bhutto in Pakistan, the
loss of civil liberties at Abu Ghraib, and many others.
Although the play was written in the six months after 9/11, and reflects the world
events surrounding that time, the sentiment among American citizens has not changed
greatly. We still have national and personal disasters, are still often ignored and betrayed
by our leaders, and in turn ignore the crises of other countries where we do not have a
vested interest. The difference is that today we rarely discuss 9/11 and what happened to
our previously untouchable American soil.
From a dramaturgical point of view, it was interesting to look at the tragic events
that have occurred in the last eight years, and wonder, “how much has really changed?”
Are we better off now than we were in the aftermath of September 11th, 2001? If the play
were written today, would the general sentiment and tone of the piece be different? Or
would it be even angrier because not much has come from our suffering except more
tragedy? These were questions that I posed not only to myself, but also to Svich in an online interview about the project (see Appendix A).
As a dramaturg, it was important to note, how similar the current state of the world
is to what it was then. Economic recession, feelings of disillusionment and loss of faith in
leaders, war around the world, and a lack of a positive investment in one’s fellow man are
all circumstances that surround both periods. After the “war on terror” introduced by the
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Bush administration, we are now also dealing with the aftermath of war, and the posttraumatic stress that witnessing events of a catastrophic nature can induce.
The one clear difference for the United States and the world is that we seem to have
hope for the future. We are no longer following a quest for revenge; we have elected the
first black president, in an election process that also included a female as a vicepresidential candidate. We have a White House cabinet that includes more women and
people of color than any previous administration. We are making steps toward a better
future, or at least there is the hope that we might be. If nothing else, the United States as a
government is changing, and we the people, have hope that no matter what one’s political
affiliation, perhaps the next four years will be better than the last eight.
It was important to produce Return to the Upright Position at this time to reflect on
these changes and think about what we have learned from 9/11 and other world tragedies.
In addition to all of the specific details of the script that needed dramaturgical work, it was
necessary to keep the purpose of the project in the back of my mind and to make sure that
the sentiment and intent of the writing was coming through in the acting.
The last element of dramaturgy addressed was the selection of images to be used as
projections. From the beginning of this project I had a clear concept that it was necessary
to have images projected on a screen behind the actors. The words alone are beautiful but
I wanted the images to enhance and support the text and actors, not distract from the work.
Conduct a simple Google images search of 9/11 and you will see the plethora of
pictures that I was presented with. Significantly overwhelmed by my options, I carefully
selected which ideas needed to be represented with a visual image. The text is full of
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imagery both beautiful and horrific, and there could have been an image for every line. It
was a delicate balance deciding which sections would be underscored with an image and
which would be left to the vocalization of text alone.
In the initial gathering of the images, I knew that much of this would be worked out
in the rehearsal room (we were lucky to rehearse in a room that had a screen and
projector). In this process I found “big ticket” issues that needed to be illustrated. These
were poetic and potentially confusing sections of text such as the final section where actors
talk about regressing to the beginning of time, being reborn and starting over.
Struggling mightily against a surf or tide not of natural causes
Yes
Bit in the wake of a larger beast that is mind-numbingly large
It’s as if I’m a lobster
Yes
no
no
smaller
a shrimp
-a prawn
yes
and big beast cannot fathom the damage it wreaks
it’s ever-ravenous maw (23)
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Adding images to illustrate abstract sections like this helped clarify the concepts in
the audience’s mind. In this section, for example, there were three projections, a crashing
wave, a lobster struggling to stand-up, and several very pink shrimp in a bright turquoise
net (see images below).

(Crashing wave image)

(Lobster struggling to stand upright)
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(Shrimp in turquoise net)
In addition to illustrating and enhancing the text, the projections had to be
captivating. I wanted interesting images that grabbed the audiences’ attention enough to
highlight the point of the text, but not distract from the stage picture. This was a delicate
balance to find, and once we began rehearsals several projections were either cut or
changed for a less dramatic image.
Initially, for example, I selected bird imagery for the repeated text “air me skye
me”(2). The bird imagery represented freedom, and this is what the repetition of the
phrase meant in the text. In the rehearsal process however, it became clear that this
association was too complex and confusing on top of the intricate text. I ended up
choosing something far more straightforward; an airplane image for “air me”, and the
image of a beautiful blue sky with cumulous clouds for the text “skye me”.
Originally I had different bird images projected each time the actors repeated the
phrase, however it became clear in rehearsals that this was too much and became
distracting rather than strengthening the text. The phrase “air me skye me” is repeated five
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times in the script, and it needed to be reinforced by the accompanying imagery. It became
clear to me once I watched the projections in conjunction with the acting that it was more
powerful if the images were the same each time they were repeated. Therefore the
repetition of text matched the repetition of the projected images, reaffirming the sentiment
of the text.
Other images were intended to add a bit of humor to the emotionally overwhelming
text. In #6’s monologue on page 16, the character speaks of discovering she is pregnant a
month after losing her husband on flight 11. She says: “In the middle of October I started
throwing up. The stick came back with a little reddish line. I’ll be one of those mothers of
the post 9/11 baby boom-like the rumored plethora of births 9 months after blackouts…”
For this section of actress Jennifer Noel Catton’s monologue, the image of several
pregnancy testing sticks with red lines showing a positive result were projected behind her.
This was a simple illustration highlighting the recollection of a moment in time that most
women in the audience could relate to.
Other projected images were more serious in tone. While gathering images in the
pre-production process I was painfully aware that I did not want a sensory overload. I also
wanted to be respectful of the families and survivors, and those individuals captured in the
images of 9/11’s chaos and grief. Too many images of death and destruction would
produce the mind-numbing effect discussed in Sarah Yount’s monologue about watching
the news non-stop after the horrific tragedies occurred. And yet, I needed to include some
images of the tragedies. To leave out these images would be a denial of the subject matter.
There also was the issue of legality. Some of the best images that I found were unusable
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due to copyright laws. Once again due to budgetary constraints, I unable to pay for the
rights of any images, and so copy written material was immediately unusable.
The process of fine-tuning the images went on until the last week of rehearsal.
Coming into the rehearsal process with the images selected and placed in the sections
where they would eventually go was essential to the process. In setting the tone, it was
helpful to the actors to know what image would be projected behind them. Even though
specific images and their exact placement changed slightly, I would not have been able to
select the images while directing and producing the show.
The fine-tuning of the images was an intricate process and involved everyone. In
one instance the vocal director, Melissa Carroll-Jackson, recalled an image on the front
page of the Village Voice from 2001 that fit the idea we wanted to highlight at a particular
moment in the script. Examples of teamwork like this helped the show along.
Having a wonderfully collaborative team of actors and artists makes all the
difference in the world. As a dramaturg and director it was helpful to have other voices
make suggestions based on the work that had already been done. The interpretation and
division of the text, the conceptualization behind the show, and the specific factual as well
as image-based work was all part of the intense and thorough dramaturgical process
necessary to the production of Return to the Upright Position.
The Casting Process
When first reading Return to the Upright Position, it became clear that the thirtypage piece needed to be divided into the different voices of the artists who wrote it. This
was a difficult process because it was often hard to tell which voice went with which artist.
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While there is some repetition in the script, making it clear that one monologue goes with
another, a lot of the division of text was guesswork. While later in the process in an online interview I did ask, I could have e-mailed Caridad earlier to find out how the play had
been divided when done previously in readings. I did not do this because I felt that it was
the easy way out. It was up to me to figure it out, and the process was much like
assembling a puzzle. The repetitions of certain words, or themes like babies, were clues
leading me from one kernel of a thought to the next.
It was this complexity of the text that led me to decide to use ten actresses. This
may seem arbitrary, but we wanted to give actresses who were not frequently seen on stage
an opportunity. The text was extremely poetic, intricate and might be difficult for young,
and inexperienced actors to tackle, especially in a limited rehearsal period. The cast would
be students for the most part, and I wanted to make sure that they would have enough time
with the text that they were assigned. For these reasons, ten smaller parts seemed like a
good way to divide the script. The large cast also allowed for the Greek chorus effect that
I desired in the “all” sections.
The casting of ten actors was also a vehicle to get as many different types of actors
on stage as possible. We committed ourselves to casting a diverse group of women
representing a variety of shapes, sizes, colors, and ethnicities. With the exception of
actively seeking diversity, the overall “look” of the show did not play into the final casting
decisions. Regardless of their “look”, our priority was always on casting the most talented
actors. As Malcolm Gladwell says in his best-selling book, Blink: The Power of Thinking
Without Thinking, “Too often we are resigned to what happens in the blink of an eye. It
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doesn’t seem like we have much control over what bubbles to the surface from our
unconscious. But we do, and if we can control the environment in which rapid cognition
takes place, then we can control rapid cognition” (Gladwell 252-3). As Gladwell points
out, orchestras now hold auditions behind screens in order to solve the problem of prejudging those who audition by sight. Now those who audition are judged only on their
musical ability, resulting in a much greater number of females employed in professional
orchestras.
In acting, the casting process is often decided by the judgments we make in the first
instant that we see an actor. While physical appearance cannot be ignored in theatre as the
audience will also “listen with their eyes”, it was important to cast in a way that used the
best talent and the best voices to carry the text, and not for a certain look or aesthetic.
Our only predetermined “look” was the need for the cast to look like the streets of
New York, a representation of America. We wanted different races, heights, sizes, hair
color, and ages. The age range was hard to come by. We were able to cast one role
outside of the university to get the age that we needed, but it was difficult to cast more
professional actors because we could offer them no pay.
Casting was a quick process. We auditioned, held callbacks and cast the show in
two days. While ordinarily I would say I am not in favor of pre-casting, in the case of a
university setting where you already know the pool of actors you have to work with, it is
not a bad idea to ask those artists with whom you want to work if they are available ahead
of time. Class schedules and other projects often take away the most talented actors.
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We knew that we needed strong women, who would be able to tackle the dense
material we were working with. The poetry and prose in Return to the Upright Position is
intricate and requires certain vocal development and abilities that many actors do not have
at their disposal. As a result, we put the word out that we were embarking on this project
ahead of time, posting the script for all auditioning to peruse. We had one extremely
talented actress approach us, and then asked another for her commitment. Therefore, we
had two of the ten cast members selected going into the audition.
In addition to actresses of different ages, we needed women of different sizes,
colors, and shapes. We wanted to cast strong, independent women who were vibrant and
talented. We saw many talented women at the audition, but the range in talent and ability
was vast, and it was clear whom to cast from the beginning. Some actresses lacked the
depth and range necessary to tackle the meaty material we were dealing with. We weeded
out those who did not seem able to reach a deeper level of connection immediately, and
held callbacks the next night.
We experienced a few difficulties in the casting process. There was one young
actress for example; who argued about the definition of a cold reading at the audition. She
insisted that this was not a cold reading if I was giving her a moment to look over the text
before she read it. I finally said to her “trust me, it’s a cold reading”, and left it at that.
This same actress called the night of the callback, right before she was supposed to be
there, to say that the time wasn’t convenient for her, and would I mind if she came a half
hour later.
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In my mind there are a few things wrong with this. The first is that she waited until
right before the scheduled callback time to leave the message, when she had known since
the night before that this was the time she was scheduled for. The second is that she ended
the message with “I need you to call me back as soon as possible”; demanding that we
work on her time frame when she was clearly told the callback was from 7-10pm. The
actress did in fact show up at 7pm, and then proceeded to ask if I got her message, and why
I did not call her back immediately. Having little patience for entitled and demanding
individuals, I replied “You did not give me very much time to respond as you left the
message right before the callback began. In the future if you have a question, you should
not wait until the last minute to ask it”. She then replied, “Well, I’m here at 7pm anyway”,
as if she was doing us a favor. The callback continued, and we moved on. This was a
huge lesson about how much attitude matters in an audition situation. This actress was
difficult from the beginning. The Vocal Director, who had taught her, warned me that she
was a very difficult student, and always had an excuse for everything. I thought that she
was talented and called her back anyway, but clearly I should have listened to my
collaborator from the beginning.
At the end of the callback, we informed the actors that the cast list would be posted
in forty-eight hours. This same actress called the next day to ask why the cast list was not
posted. The last time I checked forty-eight hours was two days, not one. It was difficult
not to lecture this student on how to behave in an audition situation, however I held my
tongue since was a student, and did not know better. As a graduate student and not her
instructor, it was not my place to chastise her. After the second phone call about the cast
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list I informed her that it was in fact posted in forty-eight hours, which is exactly when we
said it would be, and thanked her for auditioning. After hanging-up the phone I thought to
myself, “Wow, we really dodged a bullet there”. The old adage is true, do not be a pest at
an audition, no one wants to work with a difficult actor, especially when there are equally
talented actors who are easy going and humble.
We also had difficulty with an actress who did get cast. This particular actress
came to the audition and nailed one of the monologues. It was a tough piece, written in a
dialect with a strong potential to offend if done poorly. After the audition, we called this
actress back, but were made aware that she was involved in another show and could not
make the callback. The morning of the callback we saw that she had initialed a cast list
agreeing to do yet another show that conflicted with ours. We were disappointed, but went
ahead with the callbacks, fitting someone else, a very talented actress in her own right, into
the role.
The next day, before the cast list was posted, the Vocal Director informed the
student that she would not be cast in the show because she had agreed to do another
production, but that we had been considering her for a role. This is not a decision I would
have made, feeling that by the time you are a third year BFA acting student, you should
know that if you are auditioning for multiple productions and agree to be in one you are
therefore out of the running for the others. After my colleague spoke to this student, I had
several frantic voicemail messages from her. When I called the student back, she begged
to do both shows. I informed her that since the role she had previously agreed to do was a
leading role, she would not be able to do both shows. Later in the day I received another
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call from this student suggesting that she would drop the first show to be in ours. As a
theatre professional, this immediately rubbed me the wrong way. As a matter of ethics,
when you initial a cast list, you are agreeing to do the show, which is your word, your
bond. As a very strong proponent of the idea that my word is my bond, and that all we
have as artists is our integrity, I was uncomfortable with the situation. The last thing that I
wanted to do was to “steal” an actor from another production, thereby angering that
director.
Coincidentally at the same time that this actress was begging me not to post the cast
list and “please, please, please” consider her again for the show, we discovered that one
student who we planned on casting had a GPA that was too low to meet the department
standard. Virginia Commonwealth University Theatre Department has a 2.5 minimum
GPA requirement for students to be involved in productions outside of the University.
This is a necessary requirement on the part of the University, and is intended to protect
students from failing out of their courses, but it did cost us a cast member.
Due to this circumstance, we arranged a special callback for the student who had
already agreed to another show, and had her read for a different part than we originally
were going to cast her in. I worked very hard in the callback sessions to fit the right parts
to the right actresses, and recasting the entire show for one actress seemed unfair and
unfeasible to me. She read for a very different part and did well. I informed her that the
cast list was going up, and that she would be on it, but it was a small part in an ensemble
show, as opposed to a leading role in the undergraduate production that she had already
agreed to do. I told her to take her time thinking about her decision because it would not
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be acceptable for her to agree to my show and then drop it as she had done with the other
production.
In the next twenty-four hours I heard from multiple sources that this student was
completely conflicted and unsure what to do, and was on the fence about which production
to be in. Considering that she begged me to reconsider the cast list I found this extremely
disappointing, and was further irritated when she called the Vocal Director to inquire how
much the tickets would cost, before even agreeing to do the show. Of what relevance was
that to her decision?
As I continued to hear from other sources that she was on the fence, I grew more
and more disturbed by the unprofessional nature of her behavior. The part we cast her in
was small, we needed older actresses anyway, and I decided that we would just recast the
role. I called her and stated that this project was very important to me and that I
understood she was unsure what to do. I stated that I needed actors on the project who
wanted to be there, that we had actresses asking to be involved in the project, and I needed
that level of commitment. I suggested that she stick with the lead role in the show she had
already agreed to do. It was also a great opportunity and chance for her to grow as an
actress. I received a phone call back immediately saying that she had decided and was one
hundred percent on board. With some serious reservations I said “great”, and that was that.
We had our cast; ten actresses whose ages ranged from their 20s-40s, who were light
skinned to dark skinned, and whose body types were equally varied.
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The Rehearsal Process
There is nothing worse than hearing an actress ask, “So, what’s your concept?”
“Well, I don’t have one, let’s just see what happens” doesn’t really seem a feasible answer.
And yet, I began this process just hoping for a great show. As a director with a
background in acting, I thought, “If I can direct the cast so that the acting is stellar, the
show will be good.” How wrong I was. Once we began rehearsing, it became clear that a
larger concept was necessary. Otherwise the show was going to be reduced to 10 actresses
talking, diminishing the production value significantly.
Something that I discussed with K Stone, the Costume Coordinator, before we
began rehearsals, was that I saw the script as stages of grief. If you follow the language of
these 30 pages closely, it is the grieving process of the artists who wrote it. The piece
begins in denial and ends in acceptance. This acceptance comes in terms of being able to
say, “Alright, these events happened, now let’s make something positive come out of it”.
One of the reasons I loved this script when I first read it is that it is a call to action. It is
not just a sad reflection of the events of 9/11; it is a powerful piece offering hope and
change for the future. K and I spoke about the stages of grief and how in many cultures
these emotional states correspond to certain colors. As Elizabeth Harrell discusses in her
article, “Can Color Therapy Cure Us?: Understanding How Color Therapy Works”, in the
practice of color psychology or chromotherapy, specific colors are assigned to seven main
energy centers in the body known as chakras. These chakras and color assignments
generally correspond to the emotional states expressed in the stages of grief.
(lifescript.com)
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Initially K and I discussed the idea of each character being dressed in the color that
represented the stage of grief that they were currently in, changing colors as they moved
through the stages of grief. Then as we realized how complicated and possibly trite this
would seem, we simplified the concept slightly and thought they could be in black and
pass a colored object that represented the stage of grief from one actress to another. Upon
further reflection, this also seemed too affected, but I was still wedded to the idea of the
stages of grief throughout the script.
At the same time, I was discussing the set with The Firehouse Theatre, and it
became apparent that the set that we would have to work around might be quite intricate.
K and I decided that bright colors and perhaps even street clothes were all too complicated
when combined with the unknown set and the projections. The next incarnation of this
costuming concept was that the actresses would have t-shirts with the show’s logo on them
so that there would be some unifying factor amongst the ten actresses. This too was vetoed
in an effort to simplify and keep the show from being too much on the eyes. I did not want
the show to be visually disorganized and confusing, and so we decided the actresses would
be in blacks. This worked well with our budgetary concerns. Nearly the entire budget had
gone towards the rental of the space and the rights to the play.
And so, we came into the rehearsal process with the concept of stages of grief, and
the idea of a realistic re-telling of individual experience. This concept was in conjunction
with the idea of a Greek chorus coming together in the “all” sections to unite and discuss
the bigger issues of 9/11, and to contrast and break up the monologues. What developed
later in the rehearsal process was the idea of a post 9/11 support group bringing these ten
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characters together, and explaining why they were sharing their stories. The intimacy of
the support group concept was in stark contrast to the chorus sections that were reflective
of the collective thoughts of individuals around the world.
We started by rehearsing the actresses separately. We thought that because there
were so many individual monologues, we would be better off if we began with those and
then brought everyone together to work on the “all” sections. Later this became somewhat
problematic. The actresses had worked on their monologues extensively, but when we
brought everyone together, there was no cast unity, and no group cohesion. It took a
rehearsal where we sat together and went through each section of the text discussing what
each piece meant to us individually and in the larger context of the show.
Because I had been doing this text discovery since I decided on the piece, I found it
redundant to go through each “all” section line by line and discuss the meaning with
twelve people. And yet, it needed to be done. Everyone needed to feel connected to the
text and to have a say in what they thought the heightened lines of poetry meant. These
rehearsals where we all sat and did the table work together ended up being essential to the
process.
At first I thought the fact that we had these table work sessions two weeks into the
process after doing all of the individual work was a mistake, but now I think it benefited
the actors to do the group work after they had done their individual work because they
could see the arc of the poetry and fit the “all” sections and their monologues together.
Because they came into the group rehearsals having already done their basic character
work, having the individual rehearsals first resulted in a deeper grasp of the text.
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As we rehearsed the individual monologues, the need for movement became
evident. We originally discussed the possibility of movement, but it seemed that it might
be too much with the inclusion of projections and the intricacy of the text. Once rehearsals
began I realized just how important the movement would be to enhancing and illuminating
the frequently abstract poetry. Becca Bernard’s involvement as Movement Director
proved essential to the outcome of the show. Much like Melissa Carroll-Jackson and I had
done, Becca Bernard and I sat down and talked about the script and where we thought
movement could be added. I specifically wanted her help on the “all” sections, which I
explained as Greek chorus style interludes, focusing on the larger issues brought up by the
monologues throughout the play. When I originally divided Caridad’s text, the idea of
sections where the actresses spoke in unison just kept popping out to me. There were
larger issues in the text and themes that repeated themselves throughout, and I thought it
was appropriate for these sections to be spoken by all ten actresses. Some of the “all”
sections were divided amongst a few actresses speaking back and forth to each other in a
call and response method. I did this to break up the rhythm of the chorus and keep the “all”
sections interesting.
Caridad clearly stated that the script could be divided as each director saw fit, and
this is the way that the text made sense to me. Occasionally in rehearsals, we discovered
that an actress would have text that sounded like another character, and then I would reassign that piece of text so that it made sense. This only happened a few times and I tried
to stop re-assigning at the beginning of the rehearsal process to keep actors from getting
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frustrated. The text alone was hard enough to grasp, we needed to keep the rehearsal
process as simple as possible.
Because this was a collegiate environment, we had to work around students’ school
schedules. Even though we gave out the rehearsal schedule a month before we started
rehearsals, we still had students who had jobs and other conflicts that needed to be worked
around. I was not prepared to have someone lose their job if they did not have to. After a
point however, my leniency became a problem and I had to tell actresses “No, you cannot
miss this”, especially in the last two weeks of rehearsal. It became frustrating because
actresses were asking for things they would never have asked for if I were not a graduate
student, and I felt a bit taken advantage of in that respect. Having been trained to adhere to
a high standard of professional conduct, I believe those standards should be the same
regardless of whether I am working with an eighteen year-old who has never been on a
stage before, or a seasoned actor.
I believe that in the rehearsal process, “An atmosphere must be created, a working
system in which the actor feels that he can do absolutely anything, will be understood and
accepted.” (Grotowski 211) However, even in this collaborative and supportive
environment, some actors are unable to create their best work. On that note, there was a
problem with one actress who refused to memorize her lines. The note “You need too get
off-book” was given repeatedly, but somehow these words were not heard. This actress
would do anything except the character work and memorization that it takes to produce a
good performance. This was a difficult situation to navigate as the actress continued to ask
for acting notes when her work was at a point where no notes could be given.
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I tried being as direct as possible in note sessions at the end of rehearsals, but even
chastisement and group humiliation was not working. Believe me, I would never have
wanted that, but it was the week before opening and her lines were not memorized, never
mind basic character work being done. This actress had endless excuses, anything to get
out of doing the work. After another rehearsal where a three-minute monologue took ten
minutes, it seemed the work would never be done. Everyone else in the show was working
very hard and this cast member was holding everyone back. The worst part is that she is
an extremely talented actress and had been given a large role because of this. I was
counting on her, as was the rest of the cast. After each rehearsal, she would cry and tell me
she just did not feel like she was in touch with the script or doing a good job.
The Vocal Director had lost patience with this actress early on and had nothing to
say to her about it. I fell for her antics the first few times, but by about the seventh night of
post-rehearsal crying, I realized this was a procrastination tactic on the actress’s part.
Because of the Vocal Director’s reluctance to address the situation, it was clear that if the
situation was going to be dealt with, I was going to be the one to do it. This time I was
going to have to do something dramatic as nothing I had tried was working. That night
after rehearsal I sent an e-mail informing the actress that she would not receive acting or
vocal notes because she had not done any character work or bothered to memorized her
lines. I stated that at this point I no longer knew what to do with her. I had made it clear
that she needed to memorize and work on the text many times, and I had even re-assigned
some of her text to another actress all to no avail. I said that at this point she was wasting
our time in rehearsal. I informed her that she was a tremendous actress, but without doing
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the work, she would never reach the place she kept talking about in rehearsals and that she
needed to come to the next rehearsal completely off book, period. Until then there would
be no notes given to her and no time spent on her performance. This was probably the
hardest thing that I had to do in the rehearsal process, and yet it was apparently just what
was needed. The actress e-mailed back that she was sorry and came to the next rehearsal
with everything memorized as requested. It was unfortunate that I always had to be the
bad guy, but it was clear that I was the only one willing to say or do anything that might
make actors resent me, even if it was a necessary action. And so, the role of the director
fell to me not only in relation to the project’s artistry and organization, but also discipline.
The question still remains; does one really have to go to those lengths to get the
basic work done? I think not. That is not my work ethic at all, and though this actress is
extremely talented, I would have a serious sit-down discussion before working with her
again. I also think that any professional theatre would have fired her and recast her role or
put an understudy on instead. It just is not worth the sleepless nights when there is
someone else who will eagerly learn their lines and do the work without needing an
ultimatum from the director to do their job. This actress is far more talented than anyone
ever sees, but if she does not apply herself and do her homework when cast, no one will
ever know the amazing work that I believe her to be capable of.
The most frustrating aspect of this process was that I frequently found myself
responsible for what should have been handled by someone else. It is great to be the
director, but at the same time when anything goes wrong, you are left with the
responsibility of taking care of the problem. While I took this challenge on, it would have
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been nice to have more people responsible for some of the things that I ended up worrying
about. Collaborative work is productive, but ultimately someone is makes the final
decisions. When embarking on a collaborative process there need to be clear divisions of
responsibility so that one person does not end up feeling responsible for more than their
share of the work. Specific divisions of responsibility make the process easier for all
involved because there is a division of power. This division makes it clear to everyone
involved who to speak to if they have a conflict or issue.
Even with an established division of responsibility it is always good to have more
people involved so that there is a separation of responsibility between the technical and
artistic aspects of the production. It would have been great for example to have a technical
director. I could have hired one through the theatre, but this was more money that I just
did not have. As a result, I spent weeks worrying about a projector and screen, when I
could have been focused more on the actors. It also would have been great to have
someone doing public relations instead of worrying about that aspect of the show. We did
have a great Costumer on board, although it was decided early on that the actresses would
be in blacks. We also were lucky enough to have a graphic designer who made wonderful
posters and programs and sent them to the printer for us. Having people donate their time
in exchange for their name in the program was great, without this I’m not sure what I
would have done.
Once we had gone through the meaning of the text with the whole cast, we jumped
right into running the show. It was very stop and go. If I felt something wasn’t right I
would stop the actors and say “Ok, let’s do it again this way and see what happens”.
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Thankfully the actors were very flexible and were ably to stop and start without getting too
frustrated. We worked as a triad in rehearsals. Becca Bernard was there for two weeks of
rehearsal, and while she was there I tried to remain quiet and let her teach the movement
with minimal interruptions. Once the movement was set however, the cast received acting
notes from me, vocal notes from Melissa, and movement notes from Becca. I worried
about this method, and was afraid that the actors would get fatigued and begin to block us
all out, frustrated with the sheer amount of notes they were receiving. We tried our best to
keep it simple, consulting before giving notes so as not to repeat ourselves. This method
worked effectively, and the actors remained cooperative and willing to accept the direction
that they received.
For the most part we were all in harmony in terms of our direction, but there were a
few moments when we disagreed. One moment in particular was when Becca taught the
cast an elaborate movement sequence for the opening of the show. Based on Viewpoints
work, and re-creating the look and feel of the New York City streets, actresses entered a
few at a time and began moving across the stage in perpendicular lines. They were barely
interacting with each other accept to acknowledge if they bumped into one another. This
was highly likely as the playing space on stage was extremely small.
Due to scheduling, there would be another set on stage at The Firehouse Theatre
during our production. It was the set off their upcoming show, Israel Horowitz’s The
Widow’s Blind Date, and was designed as a paper-bailing factory. We had no idea what
their set would look like or how much of the stage it would take up. This was a source of
many sleepless nights. How much room did we really have? Were set pieces on stage
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moveable? It was not until a week before the show when they loaded their set in that we
found out.
The movement sequence that Becca choreographed was beautiful, but the actors
couldn’t seem to get their heads around the Bogart concept of Viewpoints. While this was
not their fault, we simply did not have the time to teach Viewpoints work to actors who
had never been exposed to the concept. Given more time, the actors might have mastered
the movement sequence, but a crash course in Viewpoints is a daunting task. As it was,
their angles were muddled, their movement confused, and messy. This took away from the
rushed, cramped, hurried feeling of the New York City streets we were trying to create.
Both Melissa Carroll-Jackson and I had lived in New York City, and had a specific image
of the morning commute that we were trying to capture.
The misunderstanding of the actors mixed with the constrictions of the stage made
this movement section extremely difficult. After working on it for several rehearsals I
realized something far more important than the actors’ inability to capture the crisp,
angular movement that we were looking for. The movement completely contradicted the
text, which is about coming together, and joining forces to mourn. The opening needed to
be about the text, not a complicated movement sequence. And so, after rehearsing it
repeatedly, I cut the opening.
Melissa Carroll-Jackson had an idea earlier to create a makeshift 9/11 memorial
outside the Firehouse Theatre the nights of the show. I wasn’t sure that we should put it
outside the Theatre, because the building is actually an old Firehouse, and I was afraid that
passers by who did not know about our show would think that something happened.
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Instead I suggested creating the memorial inside the theatre. This idea then morphed inot
the actors creating the memorial on stage in the opening sequence of the play.
The actors were instructed to bring in something that their character would have
contributed to a 9/11 memorial. One actress brought in a poster devoted to flight
attendants lost in 9/11, while another brought in an old pair of men’s dress shoes, and
another a stuffed animal. Suddenly these ideas came together and we realized we could
have the actors enter with their items and create the memorial on stage at the beginning of
the show. By doing this, there would be no bumping into each other, no messy blocking,
no confusion, and most importantly, the opening would be about the text. It ended up
being one of the most beautiful moments in the show, just a simple opening with actors
talking and listening to each other. Sometimes the simple thing is the best thing, especially
when you have a script as dense and complicated as Caridad’s is. Getting across the
meaning of the text was the most important element of the rehearsal process.
Something that I worried about in this process is what I will call a “Vagina
Monologues effect”. Eve Ensler’s masterpiece is just that, but without proper direction it
has the potential to degenerate into actors’ sharing their individual stories with the
audience while disconnected from each other. This lack of cohesion has the potential to
lose the audiences’ attention quickly. For this reason, it was essential that the pieces
moved quickly, and that the actors used the beats of the previous piece to transition into
their monologue making each monologue a response to the one before. It was not
infrequent for me to stop actors in the middle of a run and say, “Let’s go back. Can you
link your piece more directly to the one before? Can your words be a response to the last
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piece?” That was one of the most important elements of directing this show, aside from
the dramaturgy and getting the words out in a clear, understandable manner. The play had
to move. It had to flow from one piece to another seamlessly. I wanted quick transitions
between pieces and a smooth flow from one piece to another, as well as from the
monologues into the “all” sections.
Producing
Producing as well as directing was considerably more difficult than I could ever
have imagined. While is was wonderful to have the team effort of Melissa Carroll-Jackson
and myself, I was the director and ultimately any budgetary and artistic decisions fell on
me. This was frustrating at times, and made me very glad of future productions where I
will hopefully have the support of technical staff and a PR director and an assistant, or at
least one of the three.
I wanted the production to be as professional as possible. I wanted the venue to be
a professional theatre. I wanted full houses both nights that we performed. I wanted
talkback sessions. And most importantly, I wanted the actors to feel good about the
experience and what they got out of it. I wanted a recording of the show that was made
into DVDs for all of the cast members to potentially use on their reels or websites. I
wanted high quality programs and posters and I wanted each actor to get one of each. I
also wanted press there, but we can’t have everything we want.
When you have a specific vision of what you want it is difficult to settle for less.
Perhaps I should have compromised, been more flexible with my standards, but if I had the
show would not have been my vision. In the end I think it was worth the effort because I
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could not have wished for a more positive result. The cast worked very hard and delivered,
and moved their audiences. Although the process was at times a bit stressful, I was proud
of the work that we did. I think this is the nature of collaborative work. Even though
everyone contributes, there is always someone who takes the role of leader or director, and
the majority of responsibility falls on her (or him). Without this leader the work might not
get done in an ordered and effective manner. With “too many cooks in the kitchen” it
might not get done at all. Collaboration means everyone works together and is treated
equally, however there still needs to be someone to make final decisions.
In addition to issues with the actors, there were also budgetary issues that were only
solved by me paying for whatever was needed, such as a six foot cord and ten foot
extension cord to connect the laptop to the projector, without which we would not have
been able to use the projections. Because we had not been able to see The Widow’s Blind
Date set until right before our show opened, we had no idea that the projector cord that we
had would not reach the outlet. Making the projector work required buying a longer cord
and in addition to that an extension cord. I had figured out a way to get the projector and
screen for free, but these cords alone were $60.00. Add to that the cost of posters and
programs and the theatre rental and the rights, and we were looking at quite a budgetary
dilemma. But without the cord there would be no projections, and this was not an option
in my mind. The projections were integral to the production and I was not willing to
sacrifice them. And so, I bought the cords.
In the process of producing Return to the Upright Position, we came up with a few
good ideas. We contacted the Richmond Firefighters and assured them that we would
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donate our proceeds to their organization. Due to this we were able to ask for a $5
suggested donation, something I asked Caridad permission for before signing the contract
and paying her for the rights. Our graphic designer had the idea to place an ad for The
Firehouse Theatre’s season on the back page of our program. In exchange for this they
listed our show in their program, which got their subscribers to attend and helped fill our
seats. We also sent the press release to all of the local papers and the Virginia
Commonwealth University listings as well. Because of this we were listed in the
Richmond Times-Dispatch events listing, although the response was not as fruitful as I
would have hoped. I also made sure that we had professional quality posters that were
distributed by the actors and placed strategically around the neighborhood and campus.
Several mass e-mails were sent to the theatre department about the show, a Facebook event
page was created, and we announced the play repeatedly in our classes. All of these steps
helped make the show a success. Without an audience the show would have been for
naught. The purpose was to expose the audience to Caridad’s work and begin a dialogue
based on the questions about our government and society raised in the play.
Performance
There were full houses on both performance nights. There is nothing worse than
playing to an empty house, and my worst fear towards the end of this process was that no
one would come. In fact, it kept me up at night. After all of our hard work, I wanted these
ten actresses, some of whom had never been on stage outside of a classroom before, to feel
like they had been a part of something important. We had been unable to pay them, and I
felt that in exchange for their hard work, they should have a positive result, something that
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they could be proud of. Seeing the houses full both nights was a wonderful feeling. In
fact, the second night the house was so full that we added folding chairs to expand the
audience.
In fact, the audience was so big on the second night that it threw the cast a bit. One
actress was so thrown that she temporarily forgot a large chunk of her monologue. Having
forgotten my lines on stage before, it was painful to watch and made my heart skip a beat. I
was video taping the show that night, and sat there frozen along with Melissa and the rest
of the cast, hoping that she remembered her lines. Eventually she did and the audience did
not really notice because she filled the dead space while trying to remember the correct
lines of the piece. Live theatre is live for a reason, these things happen. An actor’s initial
moment on stage can be a fight or flight moment. Sometimes we conquer our fear, other
times our fear overcomes us. It is that adrenaline rush that makes theatre exciting for many
actors.
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Chapter 4 Audience Response and Project Outcome
Success of Project
Several of the elements that caused the most concern in the production and
planning process of the show ended up working to our benefit in the final performance.
One of the main things that caused considerable concern was the set that would be on stage
during our production. How could we work around a set and plan blocking when we had
no idea what that set would look like? Would there be room for the screen and projector
on stage, and if not what would we do to rectify that? Would the Firehouse set be too
distracting to the mood of our production? Would it look haphazard to place our cast on a
stage that was clearly built for another production? These were all huge issues that we
dealt with as we planned and rehearsed for Return to the Upright Position. In most cases
unfortunately, there was no way to have the answer until right before opening night.
As it turned out, the set of The Firehouse Theatre’s production of The Widow’s
Blind Date complimented our production well. In fact, those who were not familiar with
their production were surprised to learn that the set was not constructed for ours. The set
was a paper-bailing factory and had a very apocalyptic feel to it. Covered in stacks of
newspapers, it worked to our advantage. Newspapers seemed very appropriate to what our
show was about, the past, present, and the future of our government, country and world. A
washed-out, dark set, full of the color gray and simulated brick and concrete, it was a
perfect background for the projections and the black clothes worn by the actors.
We were able to place the projection screen in between two upright flats and place
the projector squarely in front of it on a set piece that was designed to be the bailer in the
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Israel Horowitz production. Originally we were going to have a much larger projection
screen, 8’x12’, and have the projector placed behind the screen so that it would not be
visible to the audience and the images would not be projected onto the actors’ bodies. Due
to the fact that we had so many actors and no way to predict whether or not the screen,
unknown set design, and large cast would all fit on the stage and still allow for the
movement we included in the piece, this larger screen was cut at the last minute. In
addition to concerns about its size, the screen was also cut because I was able to rent the
smaller screen for free. Like every other production decision, many choices came down to
budget.
While I was initially wedded to the larger screen, in the end the question of whether
or not it would overpower the actors and text as well as budgetary concerns, I decided to
use the smaller, 4’x6’ screen. I simply did not have more money to donate to the show,
and there were too many unknown variables involved in using the larger screen. In
addition to the large size of the screen, we also were told that the projections might not
come out clearly because the projector could not be placed far enough away from the
screen. The combination of not knowing whether the larger screen would fit on the
platform, whether or not the images would be distorted, as well as the monetary cost of
renting the larger screen, made it a necessary sacrifice.
Originally I wanted a huge, overpowering screen with large images. I wanted the
screen itself to be a character in the play. In the end I think the smaller screen was a better
conceptual choice. Melissa and I brought the smaller screen in before the show and knew
that it fit, and worked as long as the projector was placed in a very specific position on the
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bailer. Sometimes it is just better to go with the known quantity vs. the unknown. We had
not even been able to rehearse in the space until the night before the performance, and
there were already enough variables to deal with.
Having the projector placed in a visible position was also a compromise from my
original intent. Because the set already seemed so deconstructionist, the fact that the
projector was placed on stage in a visible way ended up working. It did not stick out
because the set piece it was placed on was large and a muted green color while the
projector was small and gray. The cords were able to stretch behind the bailer and
backstage to the area where the stage manager sat changing the images that were projected
on the screen as indicated by our working script.
Once it was clear that the projector had to be on stage another huge issue became
whether or not we would lose playing space based on where the projector and screen were
located. As it happened, because we used the smaller screen, which was the same size as
the screen we had been using in rehearsal, I was able to stick to my original plan for the
location of the screen. This meant that the screen would stand in between two upright flats
on a platform at the back of the stage. Because this was how the show was originally
conceived, we blocked the show around this area assuming that it was dead space. The
bailer was located in front of this section on the lower level of the stage and therefore
placing the projector on top of the bailer did not compromise the space in any way. Our
blocking was not altered.
During the final, and only dress rehearsal we had in the space, I was pleased to see
that after all of the debating about which screen to use, and whether or not it would fit the
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space, it worked out well. Our technical and set issues ended up being a success, even
though there were many unknowns throughout the process. The combination of the
apocalyptic and dark set, the projections, and the black clothes that actors wore
complimented each other and came together in the end as if conceptually intended that way
from the project’s inception. Back to the basics, the superfluous was eliminated and
Grotowski’s words came to life. Theatre “cannot exist without the actor-spectator
relationship of perceptual, direct, ‘live’ communion.” (Grotowski 19) After all, the
production was about the audience, the actor-audience connection, not the screen.
In addition to technical issues, I worried about the choice not to use music in the
show. I wanted thirty minutes of pre-show music to be songs of all genres that were
artists’ responses to 9/11, but I did not want any music during the show. This was because
I found no reason to underscore the text. The words alone were enough. We already had
projections to highlight certain concepts of the text, and movement to add a level of
interest to the stage picture, and I felt that adding music throughout the show would just
confuse and complicate the beautiful text that Caridad and her collaborators created. In the
performances the lack of music during the piece worked well. Music throughout the
production would have been a mistake.
The quality of acting was a definite success in this project. The fact that we took
ten actresses, most of who were students, and created a believable and moving piece out of
dense poetry was an accomplishment. The actresses never said to us “this text is too hard.
This poetry is too daunting”. I truly believe that for the most part, people will behave in
direct correlation to what is expected of them. If you, as a director, set the bar high, for the
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most part actors will rise to the occasion. Of course you will always have someone who is
difficult or refuses to cooperate in the manner expected of her, but if you expect nothing,
you will get nothing, and if you expect excellence, you may just get it.
Our cast was expected to take the project seriously, and to treat it as a professional
endeavor. They were asked to be on time and prepared for rehearsals. They were told to
come into the rehearsal process with ideas of what they felt their character might be
thinking or doing at a particular moment, or what a certain line of text referred to. In
addition to expecting professionalism from the cast, professionalism was expected from
the artistic team and myself. Because we were able to work in this collaborative manner,
the project was successful.
As a director, I will always come into an artistic process expecting to share the
experience with the other artists involved in the project. While there does need to be a
figure that gives an ultimate yes or no to certain ideas, there is no need for the dominant
and often controlling role of the director that has been created in American theatre today.
Collaboration is what leads to great art. As long as I have an idea of where I want the
show to go, there is absolutely nothing threatening to me about having others’ opinions and
ideas in the mix. Assuming that we are on the same page, it can only enhance the product.
As the late Dr. Kenneth Campbell, a professor of directing and dramatic literature at
Virginia Commonwealth University said: “Art, unlike the oyster, does not require an
irritant to produce a pearl.” There are far too many directors and actors who believe there
must be a conflict in the rehearsal and production process to produce good work.
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Overall, the technical issues that were such a headache in the planning and
rehearsal process ended up working out in performance. We had a lot of unknowns
throughout this process and there were times when I made a decision based on partial
information because that was the only information available. Even with these difficulties, I
think the production came together in performance.
Relevancy of Project to Audience
It is always difficult to predict how an audience will receive a production. Return
to the Upright Position is a liberal anti-Bush, anti-war, and often anti-capitalist piece. For
example, #8, Andama Onyedike, says:
Yo dogg, this hero shit is wack. No fireman, no policeman’s a fuckin’ hero. They
asked for this shit, they trained for this shit, and they agreed to die for this shit.
This isn’t Russia, they not forced at age six to be rescue workers for the glory of
the country. I’m not layin’ down no dis, bro-I give em mad props for doin’ that
shit. They fuckin’ braver than me. I hear they deal-they got ‘rents, rels, peeps who
depend on they ass, and now they gone tryin’ to save somebody they don’ know.
It’s sad, man, real fuckin’ sad. But they knew the job when they took it on. In my
book, isn’t nobody a hero for doin’ their fuckin’ job. (18)
We had originally invited the Richmond Firefighters to the show since we were donating
the proceeds to their organization; however I felt we needed to contact them about this
piece and others to forewarn them that there was some potentially controversial and
offensive material in the play before they advertised it on their website. Once they
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received our warning they chose not to publicize the show even though we informed them
that they would be receiving the proceeds regardless.
In addition to the issue of offending audience members, there was also the fact that
9/11 took place seven years ago. Would audience members really want to hear the painful
re-telling of individual experiences on that tragic day seven years later? We were not in
New York we were in Richmond. Would Richmond theatregoers really care? My deepest
fear at moments was that no one would come after all of the work we put into the project.
What after all is theatre without an audience? And so I worried that no one would come
and that those who did would be offended.
I was wrong about no one attending the production. As stated earlier, the show was
full both nights, and we were able to raise a considerable amount of money for the
Richmond Firefighters by asking for a suggested $5 donation. While everyone did not pay
five dollars, most of the audience did make a donation. Some audience members donated
considerably more than $5. And, the response to the production was for the most part
positive. One man came up after the show for example, and said how glad he was that we
were working on the material. He was an Iraq veteran and was upset to find out when he
returned to the states that no one seemed to care that he and his compatriots risked their
lives for our country. He was glad that someone finally was addressing the political and
emotional issues that lead up to the current war, whether or not he agreed with every
sentiment expressed on stage. This was an encouraging conversation that made me feel
like we made a difference somehow.
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Some audience members such as students who had never been exposed to such
non-linear theatre were not impressed with the production. In a response paper one of my
students said “I don’t enjoy shows with chanting and abstract stage direction, except when
those elements express something like a plot or mood”. Clearly our production missed the
mark for this young man. He later told me that he had only been to a few plays in his life
and they were the standard Williams and Wilde. Perhaps we opened a door for him and he
will be able to receive the next non-linear piece he is exposed to in a less critical light.
Perhaps not, but he was the exception as most comments we received were positive and
most audience members were both intellectually inspired and emotionally exposed.
In this respect the production was relevant to the audience. Whether they cared for
the production or not, they were moved one way or another. That is certainly better than
sitting in a catatonic state in their seats, an increasingly common result of theatre of late,
more concerned with turning a profit than creating art. We made no profit, but I do believe
we made people think, or I should say Caridad’s moving script did. As Grotowski said,
“Truth is complicated so avoid beautiful lies. Always try to show the unknown side of
things to the spectator. The spectator protests, but afterwards he will not forget what you
have done.” (Grotowski 237) Like the cast, some audience members were too young to
have a distinct and potent memory of 9/11, but those who did had a thoughtful if not
powerful experience, proving that you do not need money to create good work, you need
great material and great actors. We were lucky to have both.
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Conclusion
Taking on a politically charged piece such as one about 9/11 can be a daunting
task. One needs to be careful in balancing the amount of politics vs. artistry. It is
important to get the points across to the audience without beating them over the head.
Caridad Svich’s Return to the Upright Position is upon first glance a confusing text. It
takes hours of analysis to discover the intentions and meanings behind some of its
beautiful poetry.
The discovery process for this play was like peeling back layers of an onion to use
the ultimate cliché. At every turn, there were deeper meanings and references that could
be missed in a first, second, or even third read. Working on this play was an example of
why dramaturgy and text analysis should be such an integral part of theatre. It is not
enough just to say the words and put a bit of emotion behind them. Svich is a brilliant
playwright. Her references are not always visible at first glance, particularly to an audience
of mainly 18-21 year-olds.
Directing this piece brought new meaning to my concept of artistic process. In the
end, it was about the audience; how to connect with the audience and offer them a sense of
catharsis for a tragic event that was never truly mourned seven years ago. So concerned
with proving the terrorists had not harmed our national psyche, Americans did a disservice
to themselves but not allowing the grieving process to take place openly.
As character #8 says: “We shoulda shut down the country, held hands, cried
together, buried the dead we could find and thought for a good long time how to go
forward.” (18) Years later it is time. Time to talk about what happened to our country and
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world on that fateful day. Time to openly discuss the tragedy of 9/11, and others since
then. It is time to move forward with hope and forgiveness, time to return to the upright
position.
In the editing of this project I would like to add a final thought. Melissa CarrollJackson and I recently presented at the Mid-America Theatre Conference in Chicago, IL.
We spoke about our experience working on Return to the Upright Position and our roles as
Director and Vocal Director. After speaking, we took questions along with our copresenters. Something that I found disturbing was the repeated reference to what a
struggle it must have been working with so many women. Members of the audience
seemed to think that our rehearsal and production process might have been significantly
more difficult than others because we chose to work exclusively with women. Since the
conference, when speaking about the show, similar comments have been made to me. It is
always women making them, and it has been women of varied ages, from 30 to 60. I find
comments such as “You are very brave to have taken on a project with so many females in
the room” bothersome.
First of all, it never occurred to me that the group dynamic of this project would be
more difficult because I chose to work with only females. Secondly, why are we
perpetuating a negative stereotype that was originated by men? To say that an artistic
process would be more difficult because one chooses to cast women is to buy into a
negative stereotype and diminished image of women and our capabilities. The fact that
these comments were made by women of all ages is even more disheartening because it
suggests that the perpetuation of this stereotype is not a generational phenomenon, but
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occurs across the board. I share this disappointment in the hope that those who read this
will consider the dangerous nature of words misused. How can we as women rise above a
stereotype if we ourselves are perpetuating it? In Differential Psychology Anna Anastasi
wrote:
From all that has been said, it is apparent that we cannot speak of inferiority and
superiority, but only of specific differences in aptitudes and personality between
the sexes. These differences are largely the result of cultural and other experiential
factors…the overlapping in all psychological characteristics is such that we need to
consider men and women as individuals, rather than in terms of group stereotypes.
(qtd. in Greer 117)
I would hope that in the future we not only prove the negative stereotypes of women false,
but that we also do everything in our power to stop perpetuating them. It is 2009, and
while we may have “Come a long way, baby”(©Phillip Morris Inc., 1968), clearly we have
a lot farther to go.
I enjoyed working with an all female ensemble. I did not find the process more
difficult than any other production that I have been involved with, and I would choose to
cast all women again without reservation. I am not competing with my fellow woman, or
man for that matter. I am only competing with myself. As the Troll King tells Peer Gynt,
an important motto of life is: “To yourself be enough.” (Peer Gynt 5.8 193) Reminiscent
of Polonius’ words to Laertes, “to thine ownself be true” (Hamlet 1.3 45), it is important as
theatre practitioners, and women, to remember that we are not adversaries. We must join
together in encouragement and support if we are to prove the negative stereotypes
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incorrect, and forge ahead in the male-dominated world of theatre.
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APPENDIX A
Interview With Caridad Svich
CB: What was the genesis of this project?
CS: The project was the third multi-author multi-genre online collaboration I conceived of,
co-wrote and edited. The first was entitled Stations of Desire: Saints, Sinners and In
Between, the 2nd was Random Acts of Culture, and Return to the Upright Position is third.
There's also a 4th collaboration entitled War Is War in response to the Iraq war. The fifth
was entitled The Katrina Project and was conceived of and written with students at
Bennington College. The initial impetus for these projects for me was to explore how to
write collaboratively and across distances with other writers and what differences there
would be in writing in a virtual space. Each project was conceived slightly differently. For
the first one I centered it on a theme and every two weeks sent a writing prompt or writing
exercise to the twelve collaborators I'd selected to be part of the experiment. After six
months or so Stations of Desire was born, at which point we collectively made a decision
to see how it could work in a performance setting since we had conceived it as a mix of
prose, poetry and dramatic scenes. The first reading of Stations of Desire was at the RAT
Conference in Los Angeles in 1998 (?) And later the piece had multi-venue readings at
various alternative theatres across the country. The 2nd collaboration (which had yet to be
fully edited) brought together some of the writers from first collaboration and added
others, about 12 total, and it was centered on characters we all created and then I went
about re-assigning configurations of scenes and creating different writing teams, etc.
CB: How did you pick the collaborators?
CS: Return to the Upright Position arose out of a desire quite obviously to respond to the
events of 9/11/01. One of the writers (Julie Hebert) who had been part of the two previous
collaborations e-mailed me saying she felt an enormous silence and really wanted to make
something collectively. I had been working on a new play on a writing retreat in NY when
the Towers were hit and felt I didn’t want to write anything (in fact that play was jettisoned
– I just couldn't go back to it) but the idea of writing in a different way and with others
across the nation felt important simply in terms of reaching out within and across a writing
community. I suggested initially that we just write for a while. I'd send prompts, and we'd
riff on each other and see what we'd make. Not even thinking of performance, just a
private communal space where we could express ourselves in different ways. Slowly over
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CS: six months time it became clear to me that the material was so evocative and strong
that it'd be humbling if we could find a way to share our work with others outside of the
private virtual space we'd created. I was on a writing retreat in Key West and edited draft
of all the material of RTUP and came up with the title. I arranged the material and split it in
a more fragmented fashion than in previous collaborations. On Sept 11 2002 the piece was
read at The Women's Project in NY, at the Cherry Lane Theatre in NY and excerpts were
presented at Brave New World Festival also in NY. Readings were also held at Theater
Simple in Seattle, and a workshop production was directed by Stephen J Bottoms at the
University of Glasgow (which is where the use of media was first entertained as a element
of the play's possible performance vocabulary). The piece also had a workshop reading at
Perishable Theatre in Providence RI where this draft was assembled. I kept shifting
material around until we found the rhythm and meter of the piece as a text for
performance. In 2003 there was a concert reading of the piece at Harvard University with
the theatre group Athena.
CB: Was it difficult to work with so many collaborators?
CS: It was not difficult to collaborate with such a large group of writers because I'd
conceived and set up the previous 2 collaborations already, so a certain structure and way
of working had been established. For me, being on the editorial end of the material as well
as being writer and lead prompt guide was more difficult - editing especially because all
the texts posed so many different configurations and much of the work was about
discovering patterns in the writings. There's a short article I wrote for American Theatre
magazine about the play entitled Internet Explorer, which appeared in their fall 2002 issue.
CB: How were the characters divided in prior readings?
CS: In terms of assignations of text: directors have tended to divvy up the text depending
on how many actors have been involved. At Perishable we had three actors and it worked
beautifully. It was incredibly interesting to let it sing in multiplicity in such an intimate
way (cross genre and cross-gender). At Harvard there were six actors. In Glasgow there
were five. In the first readings in NYC there were five. I was directly involved with the
Perishable workshop and the Harvard workshop and all the readings in NYC so I was part
of the assignation of lines process and there is a text I've on file which breaks the piece
down into Figures/Roles, but I'm much more comfortable letting the piece be open and that
the choices occur with each company that decides to present it, if and when they do. It's
rather a "hidden" play in a way in the sense that even though it's had development, I never
sent it round to theatres and had it make the rounds, as it were. Not out of lack of faith in
the work, on the contrary. But more that I actually couldn't think of companies in the US
who'd be amenable to receiving an abstract multi-author piece where text was divided up
in a conventional manner (characters etc). Am I wrong to think who would take this on?
It's not an impossible piece and it's rather brave and compelling I think but I do think - and
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CS: perhaps I'm mistaken - that most US theatres were they handed a text like this, despite
the fine writers involved, might balk at the notion of its abstraction?
CB: Has anything interesting come from audience response at prior readings?
CS: Audiences at various readings have usually responded quite positively. They're very
moved by the piece, connect to specific moments, find the contradictions and contrasting
point of views interesting etc. The piece tends to incite lots of post-play discussion and
sharing of stories and testimonials. It invites interaction, in other words, which is of course
the job of theatre.
CB: Is the piece still relevant?
CS: For me the piece is about responding to tragedy so yes. It examines response from a
specific instance but I think it speaks beyond the particulars of that day and the six months
after when we were writing it. I personally love that it is a record of a time: time capsule.
For example, Jennifer Maisel was pregnant whilst she was writing with us and for her the
piece will always be about her child. Are we still grieving/healing as a nation/world? I
think we've barely healed. The rush to war, the rush to rebuild has left this enormous rift in
our collective non-hegemonic culture.
CB: Has anything changed since 9/11, what would be different if you wrote the piece now?
CS: In terms of writing in retrospect: in 2005 I wrote a play called LUNA PARK which had
a workshop staging at the Lycee Francais in San Francisco and is published by Playscripts.
That's the play I was trying to write when 11 Sept 01 occurred, the play under different
name and very different guise (interior and exterior) I'd jettisoned because I felt I couldn't
write. RTUP allowed for many of us in the collaboration a way to face the page again after
feeling paralyzed (especially if you were in NYC) from the events. I didn't realize it at the
time but only during the latter end of the writing process with LUNA PARK that it was in a
sense my response to 11 Sept 01 four years later wrapped inside an innocent tender story
of youth and tragedy and incited in part by the bombings in London and Spain. Would I
were to write a play now about the events, what would be different? I couldn't say. There's
nothing that will replicate the experience of writing collaboratively and in such a raw
manner with a community of writers. I think to write another play Id want to work with the
same people and see what we'd make now.
On-line Interview with Caridad Svich
November 2008
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APPENDIX B

(Sarah Yount, Crystal Johnson, Jennifer Vick, Ashphord Jacoway, Lauren Schufelt,
Jennifer Ferguson, Elyse Jolley, and Jennifer Noel Catton)
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(Elyse Jolley, Andama Onyedike, Jennifer Noel Catton, Crystal Johnson, Sarah Yount,
Ashphord Jacoway, Jennifer Vick, Jennifer Ferguson, and Lauren Schufelt)
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(Andama Onyedike, Jennifer Noel Catton, Crystal Johnson, Cynde Liffick, Elyse Jolley,
Jennifer Vick, Lauren Schufelt, and Sarah Yount)
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(Cynde Liffick, Jennifer Vick, and Ashphord Jacoway)
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(Elyse Jolley, Andama Onyedike, Jennifer Noel Catton, Crystal Johnson, Sarah Yount,
Lauren Schufelt, and Jennifer Ferguson)
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(Jennifer Noel Catton, Crystal Johnson, Elyse Jolley, Andama Onyedike, Sarah Yount,
Lauren Schufelt, Cynde Liffick, Jennifer Ferguson, Ashphord Jacoway)
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(Andama Onyedike, Jennifer Noel Catton, Crystal Johnson, Sarah Yount, Lauren Schufelt,
and Jennifer Ferguson)
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(Sarah Yount, Lauren Schufelt, and Jennifer Ferguson)
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(Andama Onyedike, Jennifer Noel Catton, Sarah Yount, Crystal Johnson, Lauren Schufelt,
and Jennifer Ferguson)
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(Elyse Jolley, Andama Onyedike, Jennifer Noel Catton, Crystal Johnson, Sarah Yount,
Lauren Schufelt, Cynde Liffick, Jennifer Ferguson, Ashphord Jacoway )
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(Crystal Johnson, Sarah Yount, Lauren Schufelt, Cynde Liffick Jennifer Ferguson, Jennifer
Vick, and Ashphord Jacoway)
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(Andama Onyedike, Elyse Jolley, Jennifer Noel Catton, Crystal Johnson, Sarah Yount,
Cynde Liffick, Lauren Schufelt, Jennifer Ferguson, and Jennifer Vick)
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(Crystal Johnson, Elyse Jolley, Andama Onyedike Jennifer Noel Catton, Sarah Yount,
Cynde Liffick, Lauren Schufelt, Jennifer Ferguson, and Ashphord Jacoway)
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(Lauren Schufelt, Jennifer Vick, Elyse Jolley, Ashphord Jacoway, Andama Onyedike,
Jennifer Noel Catton, Crystal Johnson, Jennifer Ferguson, and Cynde Liffick)
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(Elyse Jolley, Andama Onyedike, Crystal Johnson, Sarah Yount, Jennifer Noel Catton,
Cynde Liffick, Lauren Schufelt, Jennifer Ferguson, and Jennifer Vick)
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(Lauren Schufelt, Jennifer Noel Catton, Crystal Johnson, Elyse Jolley, Andama Onyedike,
Cynde Liffick , Sarah Yount, Jennifer Ferguson, Jennifer Vick, and Ashphord Jacoway)
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(Crystal Johnson, Cynde Liffick, Sarah Yount, Jennifer Vick, Jennifer Noel Catton,
Elyse Jolley, Andama Onyedike, and Ashphord Jacoway)
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VITA

Cate Brewer grew-up in Washington, DC, and graduated magna cum laude from
Washington University in St. Louis with a BA in Theatre. Upon graduation, Cate interned
in the Literary Departments of both the Studio Theatre in Washington, DC and the
American Repertory Theatre in Cambridge, MA. At ART, she served as the Assistant
Dramaturg on Robert Woodruff’s production of Richard II, and as Dramaturgical Support,
for Scott Zigler’s production of Spinning Into Butter at The Repertory Theatre of St. Louis.
Returning to Washington, Cate began developing her acting resume and performed in such
productions as Horizons Theatre’s In Good Company: Sexual Icons, Count Basil, and a
staged reading of That Takes Ovaries, other favorite Washington credits include Salerino
and Salerio in The Merchant of Venice, and Kathryn Howard in Royal Gambit. While in
Washington, Cate also functioned as the PR Director and Dramaturg for Horizons Theatre.
Following a move to New York City, Cate continued acting; favorite New York
credits include: The Vagina Monologues at The Soho Playhouse, and Young Jean Lee’s
Theatre Company’s production of Church at PS 122. While in New York Cate completed
the Michael Howard Studio Acting Conservatory program where she studied with such
greats as Michael Howard, Larry Singer, Elizabeth Swain, David Wells, Fay Simpson, and
others. Prior to leaving New York, Cate held the position of Advertising Associate at
Theatre Communications Group.
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While completing her MFA at Virginia Commonwealth University, Cate taught a
class that she devised entitled Monologue Technique, in addition to Effective Speech,
Introduction to Stage Performance, Acting I, and Introduction to Theatre, as well as
serving as a TA for Junior Acting Studio, and Theatre History.
While attending graduate school, she was a Teaching Artist with The Richmond
Shakespeare Theatre and played Lizzie B. in the staged reading of Caridad Svich’s
Magnificent Waste at The Firehouse Theatre Project. At Virginia Commonwealth
University she served as Assistant Director and Dramaturg on Janet B. Rodgers’
production of Tennessee Williams’ The Glass Menagerie.
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